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Abstract: - Feminism is a movement which advocates granting the same political social and economic rights to women as those enjoyed by men. Women’s efforts to seek their independence and self-identity started a revolution all over the world which was termed by analysists and critics as “Feminism”. It can be considered a movement which is fought against female oppression. It recognizes that sexual pleasure is a central part of women’s lives and does not discourage woman who knows how to achieve it without any sense of guilt or regret. The new generation of feminism embraces beauty and power of women’s sexuality to achieve their needs. They consider sexual pleasure human rights. Many writers in India have talked of pleasure and its manifestations.
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“I did write with a great deal of empathy towards women without waving the feminist flag, I feel very strongly about the women’s situation.”

**Introduction** Shobha De the Novelist fought spiritedly against all the traditional beliefs and moral values denouncing them. It gradually turned into an explicit annoyance and finally took shape of an open rebellion since the ancient age. Women have written novel in plenty but their novel attempted picture of life as it is seen through the eyes of man. But now Shobha De breaks the world of English fiction by shifting from Man’s angle to woman’s angle and emphasis from the external to the internal world.

The heroines in Ms. De’s novels rebuild their lost fortunes; make all efforts to look glamorous by losing weight and spending money in massage parlours. They try to look and act differently from the conventional and traditional women. They love to fall in love with their looks by which they try to attract people. It gives them immense pleasure when people fall head to heels in love with them and they are least concerned about it. Shobha De’s doesn’t believe in describing her women characters as love slaves or mere help mates at home. Shobha De as a writer tries to mirror or portray her feminist mindset while portraying women in her novels. A broader evaluation of her work reveals her protest against the good old image of women who can’t live the way she wants to and do things the way she wants to. Women in her novels are represented as sexually liberated and free thinkers who have been termed as ‘New Woman’. These so called new women are much more physically active and athletically strong than their mothers. Feminist- New Style, a journal (1927) declared that “The new woman is a blend of physical freedom, sexuality and stamina with feminist self-assertiveness and traditional domestic femininity, a woman who can combine pleasure, career and marriage. They are eager to participate in pleasure as they would do in play, work etc.”

All her heroines, be it Karuna, Aparna, Mikki, Alisha or Asha Rani are rebellious modern Indian women who challenge the orthodoxy of social taboos. They are different from the sexually ignorant Indian woman which is quite contradictory to most Indian male writers who feel that sex
is an unpleasant subjection to man’s desire - necessary in order to have offspring. Shobha De’s women challenge this traditional set up in the society. Her women are far more assertive, domineering and bold in comparison to men. They are not submissive, and guilty of their affairs. Sujata, in Sultry Days (1994) is a prostitute, who does what her mind says. This gives her pleasure. Life is defined on her own her own terms. When Asha Rani, in Starry Nights (1991) the famous heroine of Bollywood decides to quit films all of a sudden when she is at the peak of her career just to live with a fellow costar, Akshay Arora, her mother tries to dissuade her from doing it. Then she argues in this way in “Money, money, money. That’s all you think of. Well, I’m fed up being your money machine. I’ve done enough for everybody- you, Sudha and others- now I want to live for myself. (106)

Asha Rani designs herself a code of conduct for herself which is free from the prescribed gender rules and sexual constraints. This shows clearly that women in Shobha De’s novels can’t be always taken for granted that they will be dutiful and self-sacrificing daughter to their parents. They will certainly revolt when their self-interest is at stake. They may face hurdles but they are smart enough to ignore them and break these hurdles very skillfully and tactfully and emerge out of it comfortably.

The novelist has portrayed her women characters in such a way that the readers get a clear picture of her intentions. She has tried her best to expose the normal and spiritual break down of the society which she thinks is in helpless state. Therefore she has understood the human psyche which has made her take a thorough look at the age old customs which bars a woman from doing certain things which she likes to do but is unable to because of the rigid bonds she is bounded with.

Women in upper class society have no concern about public. The concept of morality arising out of love for one and the same person is considered to be outdated. The women in Shobha De’s novels believe in breaking the age old traditions of enjoying life with pre-marital affairs and extra-marital affairs. She takes a plunge extra into the hearts of the liberated upper class women in contemporary Indian society.
Sex and sensuality are a part of life and in order to accept life one has to affirm sensuality. A woman doesn’t consider faithfulness and love a virtue while seeking pleasure. Shobha De depicts women in their true colors. They are portrayed as what they actually are and not what they should have been. Therefore real pleasure is defined differently for different people. It may mean erotic sex for some women while it may be soft touch and sensual love making as described between Mikki and her husband Binny Malhotra on the moonlit night in his place before their marriage.

The new concept of pleasure envisages complete sexual freedom which is accompanied by economic freedom; uncontrolled passion is sought by Shobha De’s women in the form of pleasure. Social rules have always been harsh on women in India. It is justified that a man as an independent being can have extra marital affairs. The society doesn’t raise eye-brows to those men who leave their wife at home and enjoy with either prostitutes or whores by paying them in cash or kind. No one bothers to think about the woman who is lonely in her home waiting for her husband who doesn’t come nights after nights. What she would do in such situation? She can’t take her life or ruin herself by crying. A woman is socially not complete without the existence of man in her life and its debarred to enjoy any sexual liaison with any man other than her husband. Her desire for sexual relationship is subordinated to the interest of the society not on her individual feeling.

Rigorous taboos of our society forbid women to have any sort of sexual liaisons by breaking the rigid laws of matrimony in India. However women in Shobha De’s novels are broad minded enough to continue with their flings and affairs without bothering about the matrimonial alliance of their partners. These women are confident and are reasonable enough to justify their relationship. This relationship is best exhibited in the relationship between Asha Rani and Akshay Arora in Starry Nights (1991).

The heroines are not ready to obey the superficial social rules which are made by men. Shobha De’s women dare to move around and seek pleasure with anyone they like to overcome their mental fatigue. The general norm stated by the society for a woman is to show herself as an active participant in sexual alliance. She is taught not to exhibit her sexual appetite and to
participate boldly in sensual activities. Under this servile position, she doesn’t have to express her sexual urge which is considered to be against the social taboos. Shobha De’s women frame their own culture by breaking these social norms of the society. While writing about women, she doesn’t have to be unrealistic because she involves herself completely while writing novels and portraying her women as various characters which she couldn’t have realized if she had written about male characters.

Shobha De’s women have found various ways of seeking pleasure and they don’t hesitate to design their own attitude and behavior which may vary from their counterparts. They are mostly urban women who give less or no importance to the morality and spirituality. They want to be free from the established gender roles and sexual restraints of the traditional society. They want to enjoy the same rights as men. Men regard their women as commodities that can be brought or sold at their own terms and conditions, make women dance to their tunes, and mould them in the concept of traditional servility and make them stand meekly and suffer emotionally, thus women are made to suffer and they have to strive hard to discover the human in them.

Sex contributes a lot in providing pleasure to the women in Shobha De’s novels. The writer feels that sex should not be despised or something to be afraid of. She has spoken about the beauty of sex and the change it brings in to the lives of men and women. She has spoken about sex in the following way in Snapshots (1995): “Sex is no longer the most dreaded and despised three letter word in India, is enough to celebrate.”(3) In the urban world a modern woman tries to do anything that comes to her mind, goes to any extent to derive pleasure of her own. The best example of it can be found in the novel Starry Nights, where the heartthrob of millions, queen of Bollywood, Asha Rani tries to derive pleasure in destroying men and the most dreaded weapon that she uses is ‘Bed’. Men are unable to forget her once she goes to bed with them.

This battlefield gave Asha Rani sensual pleasure and she loved it very much. She is compared to a gangster who is a very pretty woman in the battlefield which is considered to be the bed. Asha Rani’s game strategy is that she would first of all judge her enemy’s qualities and she had expertise in it. After that when she goes to bed with him, she uses all the tricks that would make him loose out to him and thus giving her all the pleasure in the world.
Asha Rani’s source of enjoyment were men and the game she enjoyed playing is love making. Age was not at all a bar for love making. She had sexual encounters with men of his father’s age and men who were young enough to be her son like Amar who was a very young and promising star and in fact she had taken a liking for him instantly after meeting him for the first time when they were together for a movie. She had even recommended his name his name to the directors to cast him opposite her. To say that he was so desperate to continue with an incomplete scene of their movie in this way in Starry Nights (1991): “Look, remember, that scene in our movie - where the director cut to a bolt of lightning just when our lips were to meet? I’m like suffering from continuity problem. Could I......that is... (29)

Shobha De has tried to portray a man woman relationship which may be very serious yet they can give pleasure to the heroine at the same time. Not only this during the love making sometimes its men who ask them not to stop and deprive them of the pleasure It was Asha Rani who initiated the love making when she was with Akshay and she used various tricks to arouse him and give him pleasure which always culminated in sexual satisfaction and she succeeded in doing it always because after the love making process, Akshay was a contended man.

The traditional Indian woman tries to adjust her nature with her man but it’s just the opposite with Shobha De’s women. They are independent and free from social and moral restriction. Asha Rani knew that Akshay was married with two sons and was a family man yet she didn’t think of sparing him from seducing him and the writer has left no stone unturned to depict the very warm and intimate love making scenes between Asha Rani and Akshay Arora.

The women in Shobha De’s novels don’t reject female sexuality. Rather they exhibit different attitude towards sex to contest the established views about the generally and taken for granted view of the human sexual behavior. It makes these women reject the strict social
environment that makes the women actually conscious of every small pleasure which may be emotional or physical. It’s a very common feature in Shobha De’s novels that almost all of the women experience sex with more than one person. Their rejection of sexual morality forms a part of their challenge to the patriarchal way of life that introduces certain curbs on women’s behavior.

Sometimes Shobha De has been charged of commercializing women while expressing sex in a much elaborated detail but what I've felt after reading her novels is that she has tried to fight for the cause of women and has brought out the aspect of sex because she feels that women are marginalized even in terms of sex. They are made slaves in the hands of their husbands by making them satisfy their demands whenever they need it. They get cruel and rude even in love making and get enjoyment out of it. Shobha De has portrayed men deriving pleasure by torturing a woman by beating their naked body with hunters or hurting them with making bruises and giving them pain. Therefore the writer has portrayed her women in such a way that they are sexually liberated and use sex on their own terms.

Shobha De has shown in her novels that a woman can be a seeker of pleasure simultaneously. They want it in various ways and the man who gives them using different tricks is very much admired by them. They love these men and can do anything for them. After Mikki got the sexual satisfaction from her husband before marriage, she immediately got married to him without giving second thoughts to her decision.

Contradicting the myth that women should meekly obey their husbands during the love making process, Shobha de’s women are aggressive and sometimes become sexually violent to destabilize the idea of male domination. Therefore we can say that the concept of pleasure for Shobha De is complete sexual freedom with no intention of fidelity. Her women love to experience pre marital sexual encounters, post marital affairs and love to explore the forbidden areas which is defined by the rigid norms of the society.
In her novel Second Thoughts (1996), Shobha de has tried to make a point that a woman who is reduced to a lifeless body, mentally tortured by her husband, has no right to spoil her life. She gave her heroine a new dimension by introducing her with another man who could fill her life with colors of joy and give her the pleasure which she was so desperate for. Maya was a very attractive young girl from Kolkata who came to Bombay after getting married to Ranjan who is a bank executive. Ranjan took no interest in her as a woman and had never cared for her interests. He never tried to find out the reason behind Maya’s gloominess. He was under the assumption that providing four square meals was more than enough for her and she ought to be grateful for what he was doing for her. Even when Maya made advances to him in bed, he snubbed by saying that he needed time for it.

The entry of Nikhil brought a new meaning to Maya’s life. He was a fourth floor neighbor and was a college going student. He may not be interested in studies but he had mastered the art of captivating women. Maya could immediately feel the difference Nikhil brought to her life. Once when he said that she looked fresh and beautiful in blue sari, she started wearing more and more of blue colored sari. His presence itself brought joy which came from within the heart. She started taking care about her makeup, wore fresh saris, combed and tidied up her hair and neatly put sindoor on the parting of her forehead and tried to look beautiful everyday anticipating his arrival anytime. She was bowled over in their first encounter when he tried to look into his eyes and smiled. She says in Second Thoughts (1996): “But Nikhil most definitely affected me and one part of me didn’t ‘approve.’ This was ridiculous – a newly married woman day dreaming about a neighbor’s young son.” (45) Pangs of conscience gives way to the sublime urges of the soul in this novel. Extramarital affairs are regarded with more understanding and flexibility. If a woman gets pleasure out of it, she doesn’t hesitate in enjoying it. She thinks it to be a ventilator which provides air of sustenance to a soul that’s being suffocated in an unhappy surrounding called fate.

Maya is very much aware that Nikhil is the other man in her life. She also knows that by accepting his offer of friendship it would be an act of violation of social and moral code. One day when Ranjan, her husband was on a ten day official tour, Maya got the opportunity to go on an outing with Nikhil to Malabar hills in his motor bike. She allowed herself to be enjoyed and loved
in the company of Nikhil where she felt the beauty and pleasure in her life. She admits in this way: “I was ready to jump on Nikhil’s motorbike and say ‘goodbye’ to my uninspiring life without the slightest regret. The choice was frighteningly mine.” (241)

Finally the love making scene depicted by Shobha De between Maya and Nikhil (374) is described as the heights of pleasure experienced by Maya. It was described as smooth, gentle and painless. One day Nikhil came to her house and announced it was his birthday and without giving any chance to Maya to react, he embraced her and the writer has written in elaborate details what followed after this in this way: “But Nikhil’s mouth covered mine gently. His eyes were shut and his hands were in my untidy hair with the bouquet getting caught in the tangles”

The kiss between Maya and Nikhil is described by Maya as so complete and focused in the following way: “It was a kiss that involved Nikhil’s entire being. A kiss so focused, so complete. I surrendered to its soft urgency even though my mind was on mundanities like the washerwoman showing up earlier than usual.” (376-77) Maya has described these moments as the most wonderful, the most unimaginable and moving experience of her life. Nikhil filled Maya with the power and pleasure that she was so much desperate about. She had found meaning in her existence in this world. “Nikhil had mastered the art of love making and was very composed and well acquainted with the Physical needs of a woman and to give her the pleasure.” (379)

Shobha De’s novel Snapshots (1995) also has depicted about a woman’s needs, desires and pleasures. This novel too has emphasized the fact that sexual pleasure is a very important need for a woman. Shobha De’s women characters in this novel speak about different aspects of love, sex and life. We can know about the writer’s intention from the very first sentence, ‘Prem liked to make love in public places’ which gives the reader the impression of pleasure from the view of a woman.

The women in Snapshots want to enjoy life and give in easily to sex which shows the women’s weakness for sex and their sexual enjoyment in life. Talking about sex and participating about sex oriented conversation gives them immense pleasure. That seems to be the only topic of discussion when women are in the company of women.
Swati, one of the seven women friends in snapshots loves to be in the company of girl friends or otherwise prefers to be alone though she also loves sex and is a hard core seeker of pleasure by using men. The anger against men and the male dominated society and the relief of being alone in the absence of men make these women free to enjoy life without any strings attached to them. Shobha De has tried to emphasize this point by describing a scene in Snapshots where she has displayed her imaginative skill. When the women were enjoying a get together in Reema’s home and suddenly they wanted to discuss on a particular topic, Swati announces that ‘nobody is watching’ in the following way:

Since enjoyment of life is the prime motive of these elite class women, they try to voice against the traditional norms of the society and the joint family system. The women are very assertive and want to do two things at a time. That means they want to ask the mother-in law to stay away from their ways and at the same time, they want their husbands to do what they want him to do.

Shobha De has portrayed about many forbidden relationships in Snapshots which were established just for pleasure. The very common relationship is about Reema’s relationship with her brother-in-law who was in America. They had a sort of arrangement that whenever Randhir, (Reema’s brother-in-law) came to India, Reema would be engaged with him and provide him with all the sexual pleasure. This affair was completely unknown to her husband. She herself confessed this to her friends that she was not in love with Randhir. Their love making portrayed by Shobha De clearly indicates that it was pleasure and nothing else. Both are pretty free with each other. Randhir criticizes her for being a typical Indian wife like this: “Relax woman, I’m not the first man to do it to you surely. Reema shut her eyes and put her arms around Randhir. The feel of his smooth bare back under her fingers made her tingle all over and she felt her body unwinding gradually. She moved her hips, shyly at first, and then with a rhythm that was aggressive and insistent. She arched herself to receive him better, her breasts straining to make contact with the rough hairs on his chest. Soon the bodies were moving together perfectly synchronized and she could hear Randhir grunting in deep arousal as he drove himself harder, locked into a double embrace created by her arms and legs as she held him firmly, passionately to herself as if afraid of letting go.” (158)
They have opined that sex is a hobby which gives pleasure to her. These people feel happy when their husbands aren’t around and come late from office like Reema says:

“Yes, it rather suits me. We have hardly anything to talk about. This way I have the whole day free for myself. I go to the Priyadarshini Park every evening for a long walk. Then I come home and chat on the phone. We plan out our kitty lunches, shopping trips for the next day. What to make for dinner. Holiday plans. It’s much better this way. He’s so tired at night. He finishes his dinner in ten minutes and goes to sleep. On days when I want to watch movies or read, I sleep in the next room.” (228-9)

Sexual expressions, physical intimacy have been maintained as befitting background for an in-depth analysis of the modern Indian society in which a woman always finds herself at the receiving end. Sometimes men seek pleasure from a prostitute where a woman is commercialized. However Shobha De’s novels make the reader analyze that a woman who sells her body for money is a giver of pleasure to a man like Swati, who commodifies her body in the name of sexual autonomy. She is used by the men made object of physical desire and represents the hundreds of women who want to become famous and achieve quick success. She feels if a woman is seeker of pleasure, she should shun the predicament female ideas the purity, morality and chastity as mentioned in the following paragraph of this novel: “Aparna had grown up with shame. Shame about her body. Shame about her adolescent looks. Shame about her background. Shame practically about every aspect of her life. It was the environment she was raised in. Guilt was its defining feature. She couldn’t recall a time when she wasn’t made to feel acutely conscious of every small pleasure- emotional or physical.” (9)

Women in Snapshots try to make themselves happy by breaking the age old tradition to be committed to one man. They have fun, enjoy on the basis of multiple partners and even they never feel ashamed of public. Aparna gives a very good example of this situation where she had a troubled marriage with Rohit; she had shed her commitment image and took life as it was. She enjoyed her life flirting with Prem, who was her employee, made love with him in public in the
seas of Goa but she wasn’t emotionally attached with this man as she says in this novel: “No, Aparna was definitely not in love with the man. She knew for sure. But she needed him- both at work and at play. Prem was a convenience. A cold blooded one. But what the hell. It worked the same way for him too. What’s more, he got paid for” (4)

Urbanized Indian women live their own life, and are unconcerned to the self-appointed guardian of cultural values. They have complete control over their sexuality and play dangerous game of outplaying men. Pleasure is experienced by both men and women from within despite their social and psychological constraints. Romance, sex, glamour provide peace and pleasure because the couples have been in quarrel, they are bored and suffer from infidelity. Inside a boring relationship, sexual escapades may be the only popular discourse that highlights the question of women’s erotic pleasure. De’s women are dissatisfied and unhappy in sexual slavery in the hands of men.

Men are indifferent to women’s individuality, sensitivity and feelings. These women are victim of infidelity, and uncommitted relationship which makes these women seek for pleasure outside their marriage. These women are in search of personal freedom. They express their anger by resorting to what might be termed as unethical acts like indulging in extramarital affairs.

Lesbianism is a counter revolution against the foundation of male privileged society. It refuses male authority in sexual terms where woman’s feelings and desire for sexual pleasure are discarded. In sexual arena, Shobha De’s women don’t want to be dominated as an object as a subordinate person.

Therefore the writer has tried to prove a point that a woman is so independent that she doesn’t have to depend on a man for seeking pleasure always. She can also find her alternatives where she can discard a man out of her life as she has successfully done while seeking economic independence and marriage. Pleasure may be the source of happiness for a woman but it is not the man who is the only alternative, rather a woman can also prove to be a seeker as well as a provider of pleasure.
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